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1. Introduction 

In recent years embedded systems have gained increasing importance. Due to the il\
creasing functionality they have to be designed in teams with several specialists, each 
of them working on one single part of the whole system. But the focus in design is not 
only more functionality and higher performance but also safety and reliability criteria 
that have to be fulfilled by the designed components. This includes functional re
quirements as well as real-time constraints. 

By now every single area of application has developed its own well understood 
techniques for modeling, combined with corresponding methods and tools for analysis 
and simulation. Already at the state of many individual models many predictions 
about the temporal and functional behavior of each subsystem can be made. But to 
validate the behavior of the whole system, the individual models have to be coupled. 
Especially for the systems' reliability it is imp~rtant to consider not only each single 
component on its own but its behavior within the whole context. Many functional 
errors only expose themselves when all individual components work together in the 
whole context, observed over time. 

Often the models are given in different domain-specific modeling languages, so 
coupling can only be realized either on the level of simulation or within a hybrid lan
guage, that usually does not offer any facilities for further analysis. Coupling of 
simulators allows a hybrid simulation in the sense of a combined simulation of all 
subsystems, while each subsystem may be formulated in a different language for a 
specific simulator. On the level of simulation temporal and functional behavior and 
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performance can be studied and validated. But not all errors can be found by simula
tion because of the exhaustive number of possible simulation runs. Hence it is desir
able to run a formal analysis of the static and dynamic properties for formal verifica
tion purposes. 

A further problem in a separated design process of different subsystems is that 
each individual domain has proprietary methods of optimization, but for a global op
timization of the joint system no facility exists. Especially when coupling different 
subsystems it may be useful and more cost-effective to export some functionality 
from one into another subsystem. An overall analysis of the joint system may reveal 
states that can never be reached and therefore can be eliminated from the design. The 
prerequisite for this kind of analysis is that all models are given in an uniform lan
guage. 

In this paper we will describe a new method for the design of embedded real-time 
systems based on a design flow. During the specification and modeling phase of the 
design flow it allows the use of several domain-specific modeling languages. All these 
different languages are transformed into one common model using only one modeling 
language. So this modeling language has to be very powerful since it must have at 
least the functionality of every single domain-specific modeling language. After com
bining all the different designs a global analysis and formal verification of the system 
may be performed on the common model. To apply efficient and useful analysis and 
verification methods together with a corresponding software and hardware synthesis 
the common modeling language is transformed into a less powerful modeling lan
guage. 

In Chapter 2 we describe our common formal model with all its extensions useful 
for the integration of different modeling languages. In Chapter 3 we outline our de
sign flow. Chapter 4 deals with the transformation of the powerful model into less 
powerful versions. Together with these transformations their effect on the analysis 
results is discussed. In Chapter 5 a timing analysis method for the common model is 
introduced. The timing analysis results in a partitioning of the system guaranteeing 
that the real time restrictions are met. This partitioning is the basis for the synthesis 
into distributed real time software and special hardware. Chapter 6 summarizes the 
results presented in this paper. 

2. Extended PredicatelTransition-Nets 

When modeling embedded systems it is important to handle concurrency. As shown 
in (Dittrich, 94) petri nets are very well suited for the specification of concurrent sys
tems. To handle the complexity they use hierarchical petri nets as specification lan
guage in order to support hardware/software-codesign. In our work we also decided to 
use an extended form of petri nets, namely extended Predicatetrransition-Nets (ex
tended Prtr-Nets). They have a well defined semantics that allows modular specifica
tions of parallel behavior. Additionally the integration of other specification languages 
is supported and the representation of the internal model in different specific views is 
possible. Prtr-Nets (Genrich, 1987) are bipartite graphs consisting of places and tran
sitions. In order to define dynamic behavior the places may contain tokens. The actual 
set of all tokens on all places is called a marking of the net. The edges between places 
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and transitions (partly) define the possible flow of tokens in a net by the so called fir
ing of transitions. To further specify the flow in Pr!T-Nets edges may be annotated by 
sums of variable tuples. Transitions carry first order formulae over a set of constants 
and variables together with expressions used to calculate values for variables occur
ring at output edges of a transition. Transitions are enabled (can fire) if appropriate 
tokens are available on all their input places. When a transition fires it removes tokens 
from its input places and produces some new tokens on its output places according to 
the flow specified by the edges and the annotations. In this way the behavior of the 
Prrr-Nets is formally defined. 

• 

Figure 1: PrfT-Net example 

Figure 1 shows a simple Pr!T-Net calculating the distance of two integers. The 
places P, and P2 have to be marked with tokens containing the arguments for the cal
culation. Within the marking shown on the left a substitution of the variables x by 3 
and y by 5 determines a valid set oftokens for which the transition T, may fire, since 
3 < = 5. The right part of Figure 1 shows the net after firing of T ,. 

We extended the basic definition of Prrr-Nets with hierarchy and timing concepts. 
Hierarchical specifications are useful to handle complexity in large designs, support a 
modular specification, and allow the reuse of predefined nets in several models. Our 
hierarchical Pr!T-Net-model allows the refinement of places and transitions by sub
nets. Nodes refined by subnets are called structured nodes. The subnet of a structured 
node is itself an extended Prrr-Net which may again contain structured nodes. A sub
net of a structured node may have connections to nodes in the surrounding net. The 
connections have to be made via special nodes of the subnet, that are called ports. The 
net depicted in Figure 1 defines three ports for the inputs and the output of the calcu
lation. Ports are marked by a bold outline. We allow several modes for the semantics 
of a structured node. In general the semantics is defined via the activity of the subnet. 
A subnet of a structured transition is active as long as the structured transition itself is 
active. This is similar to the philosophy of structured nets described in (Cherkasova, 
1981). The subnet of a structured place is active as long as the structured place con
tains at least one token. The concept for structured places is similar to the hierarchical 
concept in statecharts. The most simple case is a structured place that is initially 
marked and has no connections to other nodes. Its semantics complies to replacing the 
node by its refining subnet. 

The definition of hierarchical Prrr-Nets is closely coupled with a mechanism for 
graphical abstraction of Pr!T-subnets. Based on this graphical abstraction a domain 
specific representation of the internal model is possible. It provides the ability to de
fine an intuitively understandable abstract graphical representation that is also able to 
continuously represent the system's behavior and state changes during simulation. The 
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description of the abstract representation may use arbitrary graphical elements. Hence, 
existing graphical specification languages can be (re)produced by using their prede
fined symbols as the abstract representation of the petri net elements (Kleinjohann, 
1996/1997). Furthermore, an engineer can define his own graphical representation of 
the system in a way he is familiar with. 

Our timing concept supports the integration of real-time aspects like execution and 
idle times for actions into a Prrr-Net-model. For each transition an interval or a single 
integer value may be defined as enabling delay and firing delay. The enabling delay 
determines the time units before a transition may become active after it has been en
abled and the firing delay specifies how long a transition is active. If a transition is 
active, the tokens from the input places are removed but the tokens for the output 
places are not yet produced. With the enabling delay idle or waiting times can be 
modeled. The firing delay is used to specify execution times of the annotations. In 
addition to the time definition for the transitions a function is needed, mapping the 
integer time units to real physical times. 

stored 
valne 

Figure 2: Timed Prrr-Net example 

condnnous 
value out 

In Figure 2 an example for a Prrr-Net with timing specifications is depicted. The 
net is a typical example for an element used for interfacing models of different system 
parts, e.g. of a discrete event driven part and a periodic one, that was originally speci
fied by a continuous model. Each value arriving aperiodically at the in-port of the net 
is stored in place P2 by transition T\. The stored value is sent to the out-port by transi
tion T2. Due to the firing delay defined for transition T3 the value is sent with a period 
of 500 time units. If for example the integer time unit is mapped to the physical unit 
Ils, the value would be produced with a frequency of 2 kHz. 

For a comfortable specification, simulation, and animation of extended Prrr-Nets 
we use the ,S.ystem Engineering and Animation-environment SEA (Kleinjohann, 
1996). 

3. Design flow 

To advance towards a complete design method one has to take the flow of design into 
account. The process we suggest in this work is divided into the three stages model
ing, analysis and synthesis (cf. Figure 3). 
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3. 1 Modeling 

The process of modeling usually starts from a concept of a given system the designer 
has in mind. During a manual prepartitioning phase he roughly defines which compo
nents will constitute the system. For the application described here this should be a 
partitioning into software, controllers having continuous behavior, and digital hard
ware. This prepartitioning is based upon the experience of the engineer developing the 
system. 
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Figure 3: Design flow with the three stages modeling, analysis and synthesis 

1 

Typically designers of the individual components choose a specification language 
they are familiar with and that is appropriate for the area of application. Generally 
these languages have their own domain-specific tools for analysis and optimization 
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which are not subject of this work. There are two possible ways to transform models 
given in different specification languages into an extended Prrr-Net model.Using 
transformation each individual specification can be transformed, either manually or 
automatically, into an extended Prtr-Net. Depending on how skillful this transforma
tion was performed a more or less complex Prtr-Net is created that realizes the speci
fication. A transformation for differential equations is presented in (Brielmann, 1995). 
An example for the transformation of SDL (Specification and Description Language) 
is shown in (Kleinjohann, 1997). 

Another method for the SEA-environment is a library construction. The process of 
modeling may be performed using components from a library directly within the 
graphical SEA-environment. For all components there is an underlying Prtr-Net that 
can be combined with other components, resulting in an executable specification. So a 
complete hierarchical Prtr-Net is generated automatically. Of course, modeling this 
way the resulting net will be more complex than the one generated by a direct trans
formation of the specification. However, the development of a transformation is much 
more costly than the creation of a library of language components. For the SEA
environment we have evaluated this library method for the specification of data flow, 
block diagrams for differential equations, and asynchronous hardware on gate level, 
but other graphical languages may be supported, too. 

All resulting Prtr-Nets now have to be coupled into a combined net, using an in
terface model library for coupling the subnets together. There are a number of inter
face models for all combinations of different subnets from different domains. These 
interface models are e. g. necessary to combine the different modeling techniques of 
event-based and continuous system parts. The combined net can be modified manu
ally with the help of a graphical editor. At this stage of the design process we are able 
to validate the specification by a very important feature of the SEA-environment. 
With the built in Prtr-Net simulator and -animator the specification can be executed 
and tested. The readability of the simulation is supported by an animator which shows 
an abstract graphic representation of the underlying execution. 

3.2 Analysis 

In order to allow the integration of several different specification languages the ex
tended Prtr-Nets as common specification language are a very powerful language. 
The problem with such powerful modeling languages is, that they are very hard to 
analyze even if they are formal languages like Prtr-Nets. But analysis is very impor
tant for the systems reliability and to support an effective synthesis of the system. 
Hence we try to abstract from the complex model of extended Prtr-Nets to simpler 
petri net models. For such models a lot of tools for analysis exist and may be used. 
Afterwards we try to map the results to the original Prtr-Net model. This is explained 
in more detail in section 4. 

Another aspect of analysis is to do timing analysis, for example to determine the 
different execution times for alternative realizations of functions for different target 
architectures. Such alternative realizations can be specified using non determinism. 
Each alternative may have its advantages or disadvantages for different target archi
tectures or target code languages. The design method should then support an auto
matical selection of the best alternative for synthesis. This is explained in more detail 
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in section 5. The results of this analysis can either be used for the partitioning or for 
the synthesis phase. The timing results are for example used to transform non deter
ministic sub nets into deterministic ones. 

3.3 Synthesis 

After a stable state is reached in the alternating phases of modeling and analysis, the 
partitioned net graph can be compiled into hardware and real-time software during the 
phase of synthesis. The compilation process can be supported by results of the analy
sis. In the case of digital hardware the net is transformed into RT-Ievel VHDL code 
using the Eaderborn MOdular System for High-Level ~ynthesis and HW/SW
code~ign (PMOSS) (Hardt, 1995). In the case of distributed real-time software one 
compiles the corresponding PrlT-subnet using the ~-LAB Hard Real-Time System 
(CHaRy) (Altenbernd, 1997). These tools are both parts of the PARADISE Design 
Environment (Hardt, 1998). 

4. Analysis for the verification of system properties 

As described above, we made various extensions to the formal model of PrlT-Nets in 
order to meet all requirements for a common modeling language. Unfortunately, these 
extensions have the drawback that all the well-known analysis methods for petri-net 
are not applicable to our models. We decided to use existing petri net methods for the 
analysis phase of our design method. The main properties for the analysis of petri 
nets are boundness, reachability, deadlock-freeness and liveness (Starke 1990). In the 
following we describe these properties and their meaning for the modeled embedded 
systems. 

A place is bound if a positive number exist which is an upper limit for the number 
of tokens on this place for every possible firing sequence within the net. If this upper 
limit is equal to 1 the place is called safe. If all places are bound/safe than the whole 
net is bound/safe. If places are unbounded in the model there may exist potentially 
overflowing buffers or infinite process calls in the realization of the embedded sys
tem. 

A marking in a net is called reachable if a firing sequence of transitions exists 
leading from the initial marking to this marking. A marking in the net represents a 
state of the modeled system. Hence knowing if a marking is reachable means to know 
if the corresponding state of the embedded system is reachable. With this property one 
can for example check if in case of emergency conditions a safe state is reached. 

A marking is called a deadlock if no transition of the net is enabled for this mark
ing. So there is no further action possible within the modeled system which is often 
not intended. In case of a deadlock every transition of the net is dead. A transition is 
called live for a marking M if it is not dead for M and also for all markings that are 
reachable from M. If all transitions are live for a marking then the marking is called 
live and if all reachable markings of a net are live the net is called life. If a net is live 
then it can not have any deadlocks. 

Some properties can already be checked with a structural analysis of the net graph. 
This can be done directly for the PrlT-Net graph. For example if there exists a transi-
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tion without input places it is live and all output places are unbounded or if a place has 
no input transitions it is bounded and all output transitions are live. If t is a transition 
without output places then t is not live or all input places of t are unbounded and if p 
is a place without output transitions then p is unbounded or all input transitions of p 
are not live. More important than these structural results are results of dynamic analy
sis like for example occurrence graph based analysis. In the occurrence graph of a net 
a node represents a state in the net. A state is characterized by the actual marking of 
places with token. This is represented by a tuple containing the set of token for every 
place. 

Figure 4: Simple abstraction of an extended PrfT-Net 

To use the occurrence graph based analysis methods for extended Pr{f-Nets we 
need an abstraction from extended Pr{f-Net models to petri net models. Figure 4 
shows an example for a very simple abstraction. If we ignore all the annotations of 
transitions, edges and token the result is a simple petri net. This has of course effects 
on the resulting occurrence graph. 
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Figure 5: Occurrence graphs for PrfT-Net and abstracted petri net 

In the left side of Figure 5 the occurrence graph for the Pr{f-Net from Figure 4 is 
depicted. The first state in this graph indicates that PI is marked with 3 and 8, P2 with 
5 and 5, and P3 contains no token. The edges are annotated with the transition, that 
causes the change of the state and the chosen variable substitution. For example if TI 
fires with the substitution 3 and 5 the state SI is reached. The occurrence graph for the 
abstracted net depicted on the right side of Figure 5 contains less nodes, because the 
states are not distinct by individual token. Only the number of token on a place is 
relevant. But if you examine the possible firing sequences of transitions, you get more 
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than in the Prff-Net. For example in the petri net the transition T] may fire twice but 
not in the Prff-Net. This means the annotations in the Prff-Net define a restriction on 
the token flow. 

Based on this fact some results from the analysis of the abstracted nets can directly 
be mapped to the Prff -Nets. If for example a marking is not reachable in the petri net 
it is also not reachable in the corresponding Prff-Net. But if it is reachable in the petri 
net it is not necessarily reachable in the Prff-Net. But of course we can use the petri 
net analysis to determine all possible firing sequences leading to a marking and than 
just check if one of these firing sequences also exists in the Prff-Net. If a deadlock 
occurs in the abstracted net it is also present in the Prff -Net if the corresponding 
marking is reachable. But not having any deadlocks in the abstracted net does not 
mean the Prff-Net is deadlock free. For safeness or boundness it holds that the Prff
Net is bound/safe if the abstracted petri net is bound/safe. But if the abstracted net is 
unbounded/unsafe the Prff-Net may be bound/safe. 

5. Timing analysis 

To support a software/software partitioning of the net and the elimination of non de
terminism we perform a timing analysis (Rust, 1998). As a first step we calculate exe
cution times for every transition annotation in the examined net part using the C-LAB 
Hard Real-Time System CHaRy (Altenbernd, 1997). CHaRy determines a worst case 
execution time for each annotation on a specified target architecture. This worst case 
execution time is used to annotate the transitions in the Prff-Net with delay values. 
Afterwards a reachability analysis is done to determine all possible firing sequences 
leading from an input to the desired output and a rough worst case execution time for 
all firing sequences can be calculated. Now the best fitting alternative can be chosen 
from all alternatives. 

delay = 3 

Figure 6: Prrr-Net with calculated worst case execution times 

Figure 6 shows an example for an extended Prff-Net with alternative firing se
quences and calculated worst case execution times for each transition. The transitions 
TI and Tz are in conflict. If PI is marked each of them may fire. Which one fires is 
completely non deterministic. So this is a kind of design freeness. Each of them pro
duces a correct result but they have different execution times on the specified target 
architecture. The same holds for the transitions T3 and T4• In this case the best result is 
achieved for the sequence TbT4 and the worst for Tz,T3• So the transitions Tz and T3 
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can be eliminated from the model. For the remaining transitions the delay values are 
used to perform a partitioning on the extended Prff-Net model. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper we described a new method for the design of embedded real-time sys
tems. Our suggested design flow is an approach towards an integrated, complete de
sign. We have shown how to use an extended form of Prff-Nets as a common model 
for specification. We explained how to use standard petri net analysis methods to 
achieve results for extended Prff-Nets. These results are used for the verification of 
system properties. Additionally we introduced timing analysis to determine the differ
ent execution times for alternative realizations of functions for different target archi
tectures and to support the partitioning of the modeled system. This partitioning is the 
basis for the synthesis of the system. 
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